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Togetherness, molecular style
O
ne way to switch the function of a cell surface protein is to 
force it into a different membrane domain. On page 647, 
Nicholson and Stanners describe a second method: diluting 
it within its domain with an abundance of defective partners. The 
approach might provide a way to neutralize a protein that is over-
produced in most cancers.
Some surface proteins lie completely outside the cell, attached by 
molecules called glycophosphatidyl inositols (GPIs). These anchors 
dictate protein function by steering their proteins into particular mem-
brane domains called rafts, clusters crucial for transmitting signals. 
Nicholson and Stanners tested whether dilution of raft clustering could 
thwart CEA, an adhesion protein whose overexpression in many can-
cers blocks differentiation and allows tumor cells to continue dividing.
The researchers worked with two hybrid proteins. One, called ∆NCEA, is a pruned version of CEA 
that carries the same GPI tether but doesn’t block cell specialization. The second hybrid, called NCB, 
sports the GPI anchor of CEA linked to a different adhesion protein, called NCAM. CEA and NCAM 
don’t congregate on the membrane, but ∆NCEA and NCB do, the authors found. The CEA-speciﬁ  c GPI 
anchors thus bring them into the same membrane rafts.
With its own anchor, NCAM does not halt differentiation. But NCB, which has CEA’s GPI anchor, does, 
suggesting that the external adhesive domain is only important because it clusters the CEA rafts, resulting in 
downstream signaling that blocks differentiation.
∆NCEA lifted this block and boosted the size of the rafts. The researchers speculate that these oversized 
patches dilute NCB so much that the proteins can’t link up, a necessary step for signaling. Differentiation 
stalled—indicating that signaling had resumed—when the researchers dosed cells with antibodies that 
force NCB proteins to cluster.
Overall, the work reveals that one way GPI anchors regulate a protein’s activity is by controlling which 
other molecules it consorts with by placing it in the appropriate rafts. A key remaining question, Nicholson and 
Stanners say, is whether a dilution procedure similar to the one they used can impede CEA in cancer cells.
P
roteins that shuttle molecules into the nucleus face the 
same problem as customers of a dating service. To fi  nd 
the right partner, they have to sort through a lot of bad 
matches, as Timney et al. show on page 579. The time required 
to search out a target provides the biggest limitation on how fast 
cells can import materials into the nucleus, the results indicate.
The transport proteins in question are karyopherins, which 
latch onto molecules that carry a nuclear localization sequence 
(NLS) and shepherd them through nuclear pore complexes. 
Researchers have studied the process in groups of cells by 
halting transport with a poison that blocks ATP production. 
Removing the poison allows import to resume within seconds. 
By applying quantitative microscopy, Timney et al. achieved a 
fi  rst: measuring how quickly labeled molecules entered the 
nucleus in individual yeast cells.
Theoretical calculations based on variables such as diffusion 
rate and the time needed to pass through a nuclear pore suggest 
that a karyopherin should take 1/10th of a second to fi  nd a 
cargo and ferry it to its destination. But the process actually 
requires about 10 seconds, the scientists found. They 
hypothesized that the slowdown occurs because karyopherins 
try out numerous potential cargoes, including those lacking an 
NLS, before settling on one.
To test the idea, the researchers incubated purifi  ed karyopherins 
and NLSs with increasing concentrations of bacterial cytosol. 
Even though bacteria contain no proteins with an NLS, the 
cytosol still inhibited binding between karyopherins and the 
recognition sequences. Thus, instead of homing in on a specifi  c 
target, karyopherins grope their way through the crowd of 
molecules in the cell until they fi  nd one with a corresponding 
NLS. Although this search strategy seems ineffi  cient, it might be 
the price cells pay for having karyopherins that must haul an 
assortment of molecules.
Normally aloof, two proteins (red and green) huddle when they 
carry the same GPI anchor.
Import of proteins (green) into the nucleus is slower than expected, 
revealing that karyopherins are choosy about their cargo.
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